Abstract. We present some recent results obtained by our team in rare earth doped photonic glasses and confined structures, in order to give some highlights regarding the state of art in glass photonics. To evidence the unique properties of transparent glass ceramics we compare spectroscopic and structural properties between the parent glass and the glass ceramics. Starting from planar waveguides we move to spherical microresonators, a very interesting class of photonic confined structures. We also conclude the short review with some remarks about the perspective for glass photonics.
Introduction
Glass photonics is pervasive in a huge number of human activities and drives the research in the field of enabling technologies [1] [2] [3] . The fruitful exploitation of glass photonics is not restricted only to the area of Information and Communication Technology. Many other photonic devices, with a large spectrum of applications covering Health and Biology, Structural Engineering, and Environment Monitoring Systems, have been developed during the last years. Glass materials and photonic structures are the cornerstones of scientific and technological building in integrated optics. Photonic glasses, optical glass waveguides, planar light integrated circuits, waveguide gratings and arrays, functionalized waveguides, photonic crystal heterostructures, and hybrid microresonators are some examples of glass-based integrated optical devices that play a significant role in optical communication, sensing, biophotonics, processing, and computing. This cross-disciplinary approach leads to constructed luminescent structures that can perform sensing and functionalized structures to successfully address socioeconomic challenges, such as security, cost-effective healthcare, energy savings, efficient and clean industrial production, environmental protection, and fast and efficient communications. Photonics, with its pervasiveness, has already been identified as an enabling technology, and through advanced research in glass-based integrated optics systems, photonics can contribute to finding new technical solutions to still unsolved problems, and pave the way to applications not yet imagined [3] .
Even if several glass-based devices are actually available on the market, at the state of the art the strength of the research on novel glasses is focused on optimizing chemical composition and developing innovative fabrication processes, in order to reduce the costs and increase the performances of the devices so obtained. The research becomes more and more attractive when luminescent ions are incorporated in the glass. The well-known tutorial example is the successful application in telecommunication of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) components and Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFAs). Although silicate glasses still maintain a consolidated place as materials for photonic, the soft glasses are largely investigated because they offer a much broader transmission window in the infrared, higher refractive index, and a much higher nonlinear refractive index. As a consequence, interesting confined structures obtained by tellurite, fluoride, and chalcogenide glasses, as well as by polymers, have been demonstrated [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Rare-earth-doped (RED) photonic glasses and photonic structures, so called RED glass, is the topic of the present paper. We give a short overview of some interesting struc-tures at nano-and microscale, where the luminescence of the rare earth ions can be tailored or enhanced playing with the energy transfer mechanism and controlling the average spatial distribution of the lanthanides. Very briefly we will remind rare-earth-activated amorphous waveguide structures that represent the consolidated cornerstone in a wide number of technological applications such as integrated optical amplifiers, laser systems, and very recently solar energy converters [8] [9] [10] . Then we introduce some significant aspects of glass ceramics and we close the paper mentioning some highlights about microresonators and microcavities.
Rare earth-doped planar waveguides
Er 3+ doped silicate waveguides have been the subject of extensive research as optical confined structures for photonics application, due to the coincidence of the Er 3+ emission band around 1.5 µm with the lowest loss window of silica-based fiber optic telecommunications systems. The small absorption cross section of Erbium compared to other optical active species [11] is one of the principal troubles connected to the optimization of the excitation efficiency of erbium activated glasses for photonics application. A number of solutions has been studied in order to permit the increase of the total absorption cross section of the whole system, with the aim to enhance the spectroscopic properties of erbium ions at 1.5 µm. Under this perspective several kinds of rare earth sensitizers including semiconductor nanocrystals [12] [13] [14] and metallic nanoparticles [15] A lot of research groups have focused their attention in the preparation of erbium doped glasses codoped with different kind of rare earth ions. It has been shown, that the introduction of ytterbium ions enhances the system absorption at 980 nm, making the pumping mechanism more efficient [11, [16] [17] [18] . Furthermore, the introduction of rare earths such as Eu 3+ , Ce 3+ , or Tb 3+ , has been studied in order to increase the transition rate between the 4 I 11/2 and the 4 I 13/2 levels [7, 19] . Until now, the effect of the introduction of Eu 3+ and Ce 3+ , has been studied in system with a very low phonon energy and therefore, with small non-radiative transition rate. Anyway, in principle the just described effect could be observable also in multicomponent glasses, having in mind a preferential position of the rare earth ions closer to the component with the lower phonon energy, as hafnia could be the case [19] . Figure 1 shows the relevant Er 3+ , Yb 3+ (Fig. 1a ) and Er 3+ , Eu 3+ (Fig. 1b) energy levels with the description of the two different processes that can enhance the spectroscopic characteristics of Er 3+ at 1.5 µm. In fact, several studies have been developed on the basis of silica-hafnia and fluoride waveguiding systems [20] [21] [22] . The fabrication protocol of amorphous silica-hafnia waveguides by the sol-gel route in now well consolidated. Nevertheless, optimization of the composition, still remain the first requirement to obtain suitable waveguiding structures. Two aspects will be considered here: i) the role of hafnia concentration on the structural and optical properties; ii) the role of Er 3+ content on the luminescence efficiency. As far as the role of hafnia concentration on the spectroscopic properties is concerned, we observed that the bandwidth of the 4 I 13/2 → 4 I 15/2 emission is practically independent on the composition of the waveguide. This is due to the fact that HfO 2 promotes a disruption of the silica network, as we proved by Raman measurements [9, 22, 23] . As a consequence, Hf 4+ increases the number of Si-O non-bridging groups accounting for a general network flexibility, which may accommodate Er 3+ contents without appreciable matrix strains. The 4 I 13/2 lifetime decreases with the increasing of the HfO 2 molar concentration. This is an interesting point related to the role of hafnia. EX-AFS measurements performed on the SiO 2 -HfO 2 waveguides have demonstrated that Er 3+ ions are preferentially dispersed in HfO 2 -rich regions of the glassy waveguide, even at the lowest HfO 2 concentration [24] . The 4 I 13/2 lifetime shortening can be explained by considering that the incorporation of HfO 2 in silica strongly modifies the next-nearest shell environment around Er 3+ ion, inducing an increase of the electric dipole component of the 4 I 13/2 → 4 I 15/2 transition probability. Higher is the hafnia content higher is the probability for Er 3+ ion to find Hf in its second coordination shell, then enhancing the radiative relaxation rate. Spectroscopic and optical measurements have demonstrated that the most efficient compositions are 70:30 and 60:40 (SiO 2 :HfO 2 ). For both compositions we obtain very similar spectroscopic properties with a reasonable annealing time. However, the two compositions are not equivalent. In fact, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements performed on the amorphous waveguides as a function of hafnia content allowed us to identify both structural changes and the 40 mol% as critical HfO 2 abundance at which the phase separation occurs [25] . On the basis of these results optimized RED silica-hafnia planar waveguides for integrated optics were obtained. The Figure of Merit is given in Table 1 . A rib waveguide obtained by dry-etching process is reported in Fig. 2 as well as the integrated waveguide laser is reported in Fig. 3 . 
Rare earth-doped transparent glass ceramics
Glass-ceramics are nanocomposite materials which offer specific characteristics of capital importance in photonics. This kind of two-phase materials is constituted by nanocrystals embedded in a glass matrix and the respective composition and volume fractions of crystalline and amorphous phase determine the properties of the glass-ceramic. Among these properties transparency is crucial, in particular when confined structures, such as dielectric optical waveguides, are considered and several works have been devoted to this topic. Another important point is the role of the nanocrystals when activated by luminescent species, as rare earth ions, and their effect on the spectroscopic properties of the glass-ceramic. The presence of the crystalline environment around the rare earth ion allows high absorption and emission cross sections, reduction of the non-radiative relaxation thanks to the lower phonon cut-off energy, and tailoring of the ion-ion interaction by the control of the rare earth ion partition. Fabrication, assessment and application of glass-ceramic photonic systems, especially waveguides, deserve an appropriate discussion which is the aim of this section, focused on luminescent glass-ceramics. A rare earth-activated glass-ceramic waveguide constitutes a potential significant system to behave as an effective optical medium for light propagation and luminescence enhancement. In 1998 Tick published a paper with the explicit title "Are lowloss glass-ceramic optical waveguides possible?" [26] . The answer was positive and he concluded the paper suggesting that the minimum transmission loss limit of the investigated effective medium glass ceramics is in the order of tens of decibels per kilometer, once all of the impurities can be eliminated. In the same paper some general criteria for light propagation are given. These criteria concern nanocrystals size, narrow particle-size distribution, inter-particle spacing, and clustering. As far as concerns scattering attenuation, it is important to note that the transparency of glass-ceramics is higher than that expected from the theory of Rayleigh scattering. Edgar et al. measured the optical extinction coefficient for fluorozirconate glass-ceramics containing BaCl 2 nanoparticles and found that glass-ceramics were about a factor of six more transparent than predicted by Rayleigh scattering theory [27] . Looking at the general criteria given above, the main reason of such behavior appears to be related to the spatial arrangement and the consequent interference pattern of the scattered light [26] . A further important step in the understanding and estimation of quenching of the Rayleigh scattering in glass-ceramic was given by Mattarelli et al. [15] . These authors put in evidence the important role played by the structure factor of the system and demonstrate that the physical mechanism producing high transparency in glass-ceramics is the low density fluctuation in the number of scatterers [15] .
The important statement given by Tick sixteen years ago was that glass-ceramics will certainly be legitimate candidates for use in most photonic devices. Now, this expectation is a reality, as demonstrated by several glass-ceramicbased systems reported in literature where the common goal is the waveguiding property [28, 13] . From a general point of view it is evident that RED integrated optical amplifiers and laser systems exhibit chemical and physical effects, mainly linked to the ion-ion interactions as well as to the nonradiative relaxation processes, which are detrimental for the efficiency of active waveguide and have been the subject of several scientific and technological investigations [2] . Glassceramic waveguides can contribute to overcome some of the above mentioned problems. These composite materials allow the control of the chemical environment of the rare earth ion, and thus reduce the chemical clusters and the consequent luminescence quenching. Moreover, glass-ceramic waveguides are a valid alternative to the widely used glass hosts such as silica, which has a high phonon energy of 1100 cm −1 . In fact, the embedded rare-earth-doped nanocrystals with low cutoff vibrational energy, such as hafnia, fluoride, titania, tin oxide, and zirconia, reduce the nonradiative contribution to the relaxation mechanism, allowing high fluorescence efficiency. Finally, some kind of nanocrystals such as SnO 2 have demonstrated to be excellent rare earth sensitizers and excellent SiO 2 -SnO 2 waveguides have been demonstrated [12] [13] [14] . We want close this section about glass-ceramics pointing out the advantage of this system for energy transfer optimization. During the last years several work has been performed in order to develop energy transfer based systems for photoluminescence application. In this scientific area we have upand down-converters planar waveguides for integrated optics [29] , visible laser light sources and solar cells efficiency enhancement [21, 30, 31] , specific nanostructured system used as sensitizers of rare earth luminescence [32] . Figure 4a- Figure 4a discusses a simple example where, starting from a visible photon, we can obtain two photons at 980 nm thanks to the Tb 3+ → Yb 3+ energy transfer. The host matrix is constituted by a waveguide of molar composition 70SiO 2 -30HfO 2 . The amorphous and glass ceramic waveguides were prepared by sol-gel route using the dip-coating technique and a specific annealing procedure as reported in [23, 29] . We demonstrated that glass ceramic increases the energy transfer efficiency compared to the parent glass as clearly shown in Table 2 [30] . This effect is a consequence of the reduction of non-radiative relaxation channels due to the low cut off frequency of HfO 2 nanocrystals that plays a capital role in the energy transfer efficiency between Tb 3+ and Yb 3+ ions. Moreover, as mentioned above, the crystalline environment for the rare earth ions maintains a suitable distance among the ions reducing the concentration quenching due to physical clustering. Figures 4b and 4c (Fig. 4b) . The up-conversion emission increases linearly with the ytterbium sensitizer concentration for glass ceramic, consistent with just one step energy transfer process. In the case of the glasses, the curve dependence of the upconverted intensity as a function of Yb 3+ content evidences a deviation from the linear behavior starting from 2 mol% Yb 3+ content. The energy transfer rate reduction is due to energy back transfer from Pr 3+ to Yb 3+ and to a decrease of the Yb 3+ lifetime caused by concentration quenching. The concentration quenching is strongly reduced in glass ceramic, as can be proved by the behavior of the 3 P 0 decay curves, thanks to modification of rare earth repartition in the glassy and crystal phases. While the emission intensity in glass seems to reach a plateau at low Yb 3+ content, around 3 mol%, the upconverted emission could increase beyond 5 mol% Yb 3+ in glass-ceramics. a) b) c) Fig. 4 . a) The Tb 3+ : 5 D4 energy level corresponds at about twice the energy of the Yb 3+ : 2 F 5/2 energy level. The Yb 3+ ions don't present an energy level above the 2 F 5/2 level up to the UV region. The cooperative energy transfer between a Tb 3+ ion and two Yb 3+ ions can be the main relaxation route to achieve the NIR luminescence of the Yb 3+ . Therefore two NIR photons are emitted by Yb 3+ ions after the absorption of a single photon by a Tb and Yb 3+ ions in (b) up-conversion and (c) down-conversion processes. In the up-conversion mechanism, 980 nm excitation and energy transfer Yb 3+ →Pr 3+ results in visible emission. The similar process described in Fig. 4(a) is valid even for Pr 3+ → Yb 3+ quantum cutting where a blue photon leads to two NIR photons. Here the host matrix is constituted by ZrF4-based bulk and planar waveguide glass ceramics after Ref. 31 
Red photonic glasses and confined structures
Concerning the role of nanocrystals as rare earth sensitizers, SnO 2 nanocrystals constitutes a textbook example [12] [13] [14] . SnO 2 is a wide band-gap (E g = 3.6 eV at 300 K) n-type semiconductor and exhibits a maximum phonon energy of about 630 cm −1 . The rare earth ion can be incorporated in the SnO 2 nanocrystal and, in the case of the Eu 3+ doped SiO 2 -SnO 2 system, Eu 3+ ions were found to substitute for the Sn 4+ ions in the cassiterite-structured SnO 2 nanocrystals [12, 13] . What is interesting in terms of energy transfer are the results regarding the luminescence enhancement observed in 75SiO 2 -25SnO 2 glass-ceramic waveguides activated by Eu ions. In fact, 5 D 0 → 7 F 2 excitation spectra shows that the intensity of the 320 nm SnO 2 absorption band increases by about 15 times, moving from 8 to 25 mol% of SnO 2 . This behavior reflects an increase in the number of the Eu 3+ ions embedded in the SnO 2 nanocrystals (Eu 3+ :SnO 2 ) with the SnO 2 content and demonstrates the importance of exciton mediated energy transfer from SnO 2 nanocrystals to the rare earth ions.
Rare earth-doped spherical microresonators
Microresonators are small resonators of dimensions that can range from 30 µm to 1 mm [33] .
Generally they can be produced in different shape, of different materials and by different methods. The simplest microresonator is a silica microsphere which can be made by simply melting the tip of a standard telecom optical fiber by a oxy-gas torch or by an electrical spark. After the fiber melts, the surface tension will form it into a perfect sphere. This kind of silica microresonator can exhibit very high Q-factors (10 7 up to 10 9 ), Q-factor defined as the average number of round trips a photon can take inside a resonator before being absorbed or scattered inside the microresonators. The light is confined by total internal reflection, so that the light is travelling along the circumference of the resonator. The modes of such resonators are called whispering gallery modes (WGM). In addition to the high quality factors the WGM also have a very low mode volume which means that we can confine light in a very small volume for a long period of time. This makes them very useful for different applications such as sensing [34] , lasers and amplifiers [35] , optoelectronic oscillators or non-linear optics [36] .
Such microresonator can be coated by RED films with suitable refractive index and thickness in order to tailor the WGMs luminescence [33] . The measurement of the whispering gallery modes are done using a microsphere-taper coupling setup. The coupling of light inside the sphere is achieved using a tapered fiber. The pump laser inside the microsphere is absorbed by Er 3+ ions inside the coating which in turn emit around 1550 nm. The emission will be greatly enhanced at wavelengths which correspond to the WGMs of the microsphere. This emitted light is then coupled out of the sphere and into the taper and detected by an optical spectrum analyzer. A typical WGM luminescence spectrum is shown in Fig. 6 . The modes presented in Fig. 6 are attributed to the fundamental , or more external, whispering gallery mode since the internal modes are more difficult to couple light in and/or out of and therefore are less likely to be visible. 
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In Fig. 7 a lasing spectrum of a coated microsphere is shown. If the coating is thick enough so that the number of erbium ions interacting with the electric field of the WGMs is high enough, the stimulated emission gain can become greater than the cavity round trip loss and the sphere will start to lase. In Fig. 7 we can see the lasing spectrum of a WGM with the peak power of 280 nW. 
Conclusions
Rare-earth-doped glasses play a crucial role for the development of specific photonic components, like integrated optical amplifiers, whose characteristics are critical for achieving the flat and broadband optical gain that seems needed in future communication systems. Nevertheless glass photonics is driving a huge of human activities and this fact spurs both the technical and scientific research in the field of material science and photonics.
Here we have just discussed a few examples regarding integrated optics and microcavities. We believe that the systems that have been reported here, concerning the basic properties of rare-earth-activated glasses and their application are enough to clearly demonstrate the large region of knowledge development that stay behind glass photonics. Transparent glass ceramic photonic systems have demonstrated to be crucial for several applications and especially in integrated optics. The importance of these nanocomposite materials is evident when luminescence efficiency and attenuation losses are the more important requirements. The immediate problems to solve are: (i) reproducible fabrication protocols; (ii) modelling of transparency constraints including disorder; (iii) enhance solubility for the rare earth ions.
Moving to microresonators the section presented here is far to be exhaustive of this exciting topic. In fact, their applications span from photonic engineering to quantum electrodynamics, to optical sensing and optomechanics. Even for these system fabrication protocols are crucial. Optimization of the coupling efficiency is the more important challenge for the large employment of these systems.
We can therefore conclude that the prospects of glass photonic are still very good, with continuously growing applications in the area of integrated optics, lasing, lightning, frequency converters and sensing. Optimization of the synthesis processes of glasses tailored for the specific application and of the confined structures fabrication technologies may guarantee that new record performances of RED glass based photonic devices will be achieved.
